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Executive Summary

The U.S. electric grid is undergoing significant transformation from the application of digital technologies as a result of policies encouraging the growth of renewable and distributed energy resources, emphasis on resilience due to extreme weather events, and increasing involvement of electricity customers and businesses in both managing and producing energy. Since 2010, large public and private investments totaling over $9 billion made under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) have advanced smart grid technology deployments, providing real-world data on technology costs and benefits along with best practices. Deployments are delivering results, where we are seeing improvements in grid operations, energy efficiency, asset utilization, and reliability.

The smart grid involves the application of advanced communications and control technologies and practices to improve reliability, efficiency, and security which are key ingredients in the ongoing modernization of the electricity delivery infrastructure. Figure 1 illustrates where smart grid technologies are being applied across the electric grid, including transmission, distribution, and customer-based systems.

Progress in smart grid deployment is being made in many areas:

- Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), which comprises smart meters, communication networks, and information management systems, is enhancing the operational efficiency of utilities and providing electricity customers with information to more effectively manage their energy use. An estimated 65 million smart meters will be installed nationwide by 2015, accounting for more than a third of electricity customers.

- Customer-based technologies, such as programmable communicating thermostats for residential customers and building energy management systems for commercial and industrial customers, work with smart meters to make energy usage data accessible and useful to customers. At Oklahoma Gas and Electric, the coupling of AMI with time-based rates and in-home displays is reducing peak demand to an extent that will potentially enable the utility to defer the construction of a 170 MW peaking power plant. Also, utility and state efforts are addressing the privacy concerns of electricity customers, and businesses are offering new energy management services to customers.

- The integration of sensing, communications, and control technologies with field devices in distribution systems is improving reliability and efficiency. Smart grid applications enable utilities to automatically locate and isolate faults to reduce outages, dynamically optimize voltage and reactive power levels for more efficient power use, and monitor asset health to guide maintenance. For example, the City of Chattanooga was able to instantly restore power to half of the residents affected by a severe windstorm on July 5, 2012 (from 80,000 affected customers to less than 40,000 within 2 seconds) using automated feeder switching. In addition, utilities are upgrading and integrating computer systems to improve and merge grid operations and business processes.
The deployment of advanced sensors and high-speed communications networks on transmission systems is advancing the ability to monitor and control operations at high-voltage substations and across the transmission grid. For example, synchrophasor technology provides data 100 times faster than conventional technology from the placement of phasor measurement units (PMUs) throughout the transmission grid and permits grid operators to identify and correct for system instabilities, such as frequency and voltage oscillations, and operate transmission lines at greater capacities. In one application, the Western Electricity Coordinating Council has determined that it can increase the energy flow along the California-Oregon Intertie by 100 MW or more using synchrophasor data for real-time control—reducing energy costs by an estimated $35 million to $75 million over 40 years without any new high-voltage capital investments. Public-private ARRA investments in synchrophasor technology will result in more than 1,000 networked PMUs deployed by 2015, up from 166 in 2009.

Progress is also being made in instituting cybersecurity measures and advancing interoperability among devices and systems. Government and industry are actively developing tools, guidance, and resources necessary to develop robust cybersecurity practices within utilities. Government and industry experts are also advancing interoperability through standards development, testing, and supporting policies. Continued coordination for standards and independent testing is needed to streamline new technology integration.

The rate of smart grid technology adoption varies across the nation and depends largely on state policies, regulatory incentives, and technology experience levels within utilities. It will take time to adequately assess and validate the costs and benefits of the technology for utilities, their customers, and society. Improved efficiencies in operations and energy use and in reliability are already being realized where smart grid technology is deployed. Hence, sharing effective deployment practices and methods for valuation across the industry and government jurisdictions will remain an important task.

In addition, smart grid technologies are required as new demands on the electricity delivery system are requiring that it function in ways for which it was never originally designed. Traditionally, utilities managed a fairly predictable system in terms of the supply and demand of electricity with one-way flow from large, centralized generation plants to customers. The modern grid is becoming much more complex and will need to handle:

- Variable power from renewable energy resources that are located within transmission and distribution systems,
- Two-way power flows from distributed energy resources and other assets, such as rooftop solar panels, electric vehicles, and energy storage devices,
- The active management and generation of energy by utility customers and businesses other than utilities, and
- Advanced communications and control technologies with “built-in” cybersecurity protections.
The integration of these technologies and practices will require a faster-acting, more flexible grid and new business and regulatory approaches. There will be a need to maintain reliability, especially as consumers and third-parties become more involved in the management and generation of electricity. Also, long-term investment strategies will be needed to effectively balance competing demands for reliable, efficient, secure, and affordable electricity delivery.
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I. Legislative Language

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has developed this biennial report to Congress in compliance with legislative language set forth in Section 1302 of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, wherein it directs the Secretary of Energy, through the Assistant Secretary of the Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability, to:

"...report to Congress concerning the status of smart grid deployments nationwide and any regulatory or government barriers to continued deployment. The report shall provide the current status and prospects of smart grid development, including information on technology penetration, communications network capabilities, costs, and obstacles. It may include recommendations for State and Federal policies or actions helpful to facilitate the transition to a smart grid" (42 USC Section 17382).

This report is designed to provide an update on the status of smart grid deployments nationwide, technological developments, and barriers that may affect the continued adoption of the technology. The report has been reviewed by the Federal Smart Grid Task Force, a group of 11 agencies, chaired by DOE, that meets to coordinate federal smart grid activities and includes representatives from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

II. Introduction

The U.S. electric grid is undergoing significant transformation from the introduction of digital technologies, policies encouraging the growth of renewable and distributed energy resources, and increasing engagement of electricity customers and businesses in both managing and producing energy. Since the writing of the last biennial Smart Grid System Report in 2012, large public and private investments made under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) have advanced smart grid technology deployments, providing real-world data on technology costs and benefits along with best practices. Deployments are delivering results, where we are seeing improvements in grid operations, energy efficiency, asset utilization, and reliability.

The smart grid involves the application of digital technologies and information management practices and is a core ingredient in the ongoing modernization of the electricity delivery infrastructure. The rate of smart grid technology adoption varies across the nation and depends largely on state policies, incentives, and technology experience levels. Today, we see a growing number of utilities that have begun successful smart grid deployments and are now grappling with a new set of technical, regulatory, and financial challenges that mark an industry undergoing change. In many cases, utilities have begun with small-scale tests and pilot
programs before moving to larger-scale deployments to appropriately evaluate the technology and ensure management and regulatory approval for continued investment.

To help characterize the current smart grid environment, this report provides a concise overview of the following:

- **Smart Grid Deployment Status**: Smart grid deployment progress and emerging benefits, specifically in advanced metering infrastructure, customer systems, transmission, and distribution.
- **Cross-cutting Technologies**: Government and industry activities to ensure progress in communications, cybersecurity, and interoperability.
- **Trends and Challenges Shaping Future Deployment**: An evolving understanding of technology costs and benefits, the integration of distributed energy assets and resources, and changing business and regulatory approaches that meet requirements for a more sophisticated, reliable grid involving greater participation by customers and third parties in energy management and generation.

### III. Smart Grid Deployment Status

Smart grid systems consist of digitally based sensing, communications, and control technologies and field devices that function to coordinate multiple electric grid processes. A more intelligent grid includes the application of information technology systems to handle new data and permit utilities to more effectively and dynamically manage grid operations. The information provided by smart grid systems also enables customers to make informed choices about the way they manage energy use.

The electricity industry spent an estimated total $18 billion for smart grid technology deployed in the United States during the 4-year period of 2010 through 2013 (BNEF 2014). Smart grid investments under the ARRA accounted for nearly half—approximately $8 billion—during the same time frame (DOE 2014a).

As shown in Figure 2, annual smart grid spending nationwide hit a high of $5.2 billion in 2011, coincident with peak deployment spending from the cost-shared ARRA projects, and is now declining toward an annual level of $2.5 billion expected in 2014 (BNEF 2014). The decline in investment is largely due to reduced spending for advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), which was heavily influenced by ARRA funding. However, industry analysts expect annual spending on distribution system smart grid technologies to gradually increase from $1.2 billion yearly in 2011 to $1.9 billion in 2017, with decreased spending ($3.6 billion in 2011 down to $1.2 billion in 2017) for AMI (BNEF 2014). In comparison, total capital investments by investor-owned utilities (in 2012 dollars) in electricity delivery systems averaged $8.5 billion annually for
transmission system upgrades and $17 billion annually for distribution system upgrades from 2003–2012 (EIA 2014).

![Figure 2. Baseline U.S. Smart Grid Spending 2008-2017 (Historical and Forecast)](source: BNEF 2014)

As of March 2013, joint federal and private expenditures under ARRA totaled $6.3 billion from the 99 Smart Grid Investment Grants (SGIG), which represent the largest portion of ARRA investments. Between 2009 and 2015, DOE and the electricity industry will jointly invest more than $7.9 billion in the SGIG projects, which involve more than 200 electric utilities and other organizations to modernize the electric grid, strengthen cybersecurity, improve interoperability, and collect an unprecedented level of data on smart grid operations, benefits, and utility impacts (DOE 2013a). In the same time frame, an additional $1.6 billion in cost-shared funding will support energy storage demonstrations and regional demonstrations to assess emerging smart grid concepts (DOE 2014a). Another $100 million in federal funding has supported 52 smart grid workforce training projects in the same time frame (DOE 2014a).

Estimates of overall spending required to fully implement the smart grid vary. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) estimates that spending of $338-$476 billion over a 20-year period is required to fully implement the smart grid, including preliminary estimates of $82-$90 billion for transmission systems and substations, $232-$339 billion for distribution systems, and $24-$46 billion for consumer systems (EPRI 2011). The Brattle Group estimates that total transmission and distribution investment may need to reach nearly $900 billion (nominal) by 2030 to meet forecast electricity demand (Brattle Group 2008).

To get a more detailed understanding of current smart grid status, the following sections provide an overview of deployment in four key technology application areas—AMI, customer
systems, distribution, and transmission—along with emerging benefits from recent deployments.

**Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)**

**Technology Adoption**

AMI encompasses smart meters, the communications networks that transmit meter data to the utility at regular intervals (hourly or shorter), and the utility office management systems (such as meter data management systems) that receive, store, and process the meter data. Usage data from AMI systems can also be sent directly to building energy management systems, customer information displays, and smart appliances. About 46 million smart meters are in place in the United States today (IEE 2013). An estimated 65 million smart meters will be installed nationwide by 2015 (IEE 2012), accounting for more than a third of the approximate 145 million U.S. meters (of all types) in use today (EIA 2013b; FERC 2013). ARRA project deployments will contribute more than 16 million smart meters when they are complete in 2015 (DOE 2013a).

Nearly 75% of AMI installations to date have occurred in only 10 states and D.C., where on average more than 50% of customers now have smart meters (DOE 2013b). AMI investments have been driven largely by state legislative and regulatory requirements for AMI, ARRA funding, and by specific cost recovery mechanisms in certain regions. AMI requires significant investment, and adoption barriers remain for utilities where the business case for AMI is not clear and where prior investments in older metering technology (such as automated meter reading) may present stranded costs. Concerns over meter safety, costs, and consumer privacy protections are being addressed, and enhanced consumer education is a key part of the solution.

**Benefits**

AMI enables a wide range of capabilities that can provide significant operational and efficiency improvements to reduce costs, including:

- Remote meter reading and remote connects/disconnects that limit truck rolls.
- Tamper detection to reduce electricity theft.
- Improved outage management from meters that alert utilities when customers lose power.
- Improved voltage management from meters that convey voltage levels along a distribution circuit.
- Measurement of two-way power flows for customers who have installed on-site generation such as rooftop photovoltaics (PV).
- Improved billing and customer support operations.
Real benefits, such as improved operational efficiencies, are being observed where AMI is deployed. For example, Central Maine Power Company has deployed smart meters to its 625,000 customers and has reduced its meter operations costs by more than 80% with annualized savings of about $6.7 million—due largely to fewer service calls, resulting in about 1.4 million fewer annual vehicle miles traveled (DOE 2013a). Projects under ARRA estimate operational cost savings from 13% to 77%, depending on the nature of legacy systems, the particular configuration of the utility service territory, system integration requirements, and customer densities per line mile (DOE 2013a).

Customer-Based Systems

Technology Adoption

AMI technologies can provide customers with detailed information and greater control over energy usage when coupled with residential customer technologies—including programmable communicating thermostats, web portals, and in-home displays—and business and industrial technologies that include building or facility energy management systems. Customer-based systems enable and support demand-response and time-based rate programs that promote more efficient customer energy use, in alignment with widespread federal, state, and local energy-efficiency policies.

Commercial and industrial markets for energy management systems are more established than residential markets, yet they are all expected to grow significantly as advanced technology and greater access to information permit customers to more effectively manage their electricity use and save money. ARRA projects mostly targeted small-scale, residential deployments of technologies and pricing programs. ARRA project recipients installed 623,000 customer-based devices by October 2013—a small percentage of customers when compared to the 14.2 million smart meters installed at that time (DOE 2013a).

The advancement of AMI and customer-based devices improves the effectiveness of time-based rate programs—including time-of-use (TOU) rates, critical peak pricing (CPP), critical peak rebates (CPR), and variable peak pricing (VPP)—where feedback to customers about their energy usage and better control technology encourages consumers to adjust their consumption based on price. This results in reductions in peak or overall electricity use. Time-based rate programs are growing—FERC estimates 2.1 million residential customers participated in 2012, nearly double the 2010 amount—but still reach only a small fraction of total customers (FERC 2012). Pilot programs conducted under ARRA projects aimed to quantify potential savings under time-based rates and determine customer preferences; the Sacramento Municipal Utility District, for example, is shifting all customers to a default time-of-use rate by 2018 based on the success of their pilot program (DOE 2013a, SMUD 2013).
While the application of customer-based technologies and time-based rate programs generally lags the deployment of smart meters, many utilities are beginning to actively engage their customers as smart meters and AMI make new information on electricity usage available to consumers (DOE 2013d). However, the availability of this personal electricity usage data has raised consumer concern over privacy and protection of their individual data. NIST, the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP), and several states are addressing privacy policies and practices that more adequately secure personal data. At least eight states have now adopted rules governing third-party access to customer usage data (FERC 2013).

In addition, industry organizations are now working with NIST, DOE, and their states to make smart meter energy usage data available to customers in a standard, usable format. Standardizing the format of usage information paves the way for new customer services, such as energy management cell phone applications and web tools or home energy-efficiency reports. DOE, NIST, and the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) launched Green Button, now an industry-led effort to simplify and standardize smart meter data and provide it in a secure and easy-to-read format. Currently, 48 electricity suppliers committed to provide Green Button data to more than 59 million homes and businesses (OSTP 2013). Some utilities have partnered with third-party service providers to develop customer “apps” that use energy use data to alert customers to potential cost savings from efficiency improvements or alternative rate programs (FERC 2013). Based on a December 2013 Presidential Memorandum, federal agencies are now required to use Green Button, where available (OSTP 2013).

Benefits

Deploying AMI with customer-based systems and time-based rates can reduce electricity demand during peak periods to improve asset utilization and defer new capacity needs. Peak demand reductions can exceed 30% depending on the rate design and type of customer system (DOE 2013a). For example, Oklahoma Gas & Electric (OG&E) decided to offer a VPP/CPP rate to all its customers based on pilot results that reduced peak demand by at least 70 megawatts (MW) in one year. With a current goal of achieving 20% participation, OG&E hopes to reduce peak power requirements by 170 MW and thereby defer the construction of a peaking power plant planned for 2020 (DOE 2013a). Ongoing efforts to evaluate this and other utility programs must continue to explore the factors that determine the potential magnitude of savings associated with customer-based technologies and the relevant design considerations that affect customer response, acceptance, and retention.
Distribution System Upgrades

Technology Adoption

Grid modernization within the distribution system includes the deployment of sensor, communications, and control technologies that, when integrated with field devices within circuits, permit highly responsive and efficient grid operations. Smart distribution technologies enable new capabilities to automatically locate and isolate faults using automated feeder switches and reclosers, dynamically optimize voltage and reactive power levels, and monitor asset health to effectively guide the maintenance and replacement of equipment.

Industry analysts indicate that investments in distribution automation technology are now exceeding those in smart metering and will continue to grow (BNEF 2014). More than half of the ARRA projects are deploying distribution automation technologies across 6,500 circuits, representing about 4% of the estimated 160,000 U.S. distribution circuits (DOE 2013a). ARRA projects have invested about $2 billion as of March 2013 in distribution automation to deploy field devices, such as automated feeder switches and capacitors, and to integrate them with utility systems that manage data and control operations (DOE 2013a).

In addition, utilities are beginning to upgrade and integrate their computer systems for managing distribution grid operations including meter operations and customer support, outage management, automated operations within substations and distribution circuits, and asset management. The impetus for advancing and integrating distribution management systems comes from the significant inflow of new data from field devices, such as smart meters and sensors on equipment and lines that provide utilities with enhanced understanding of grid status and new capabilities for planning and operations. As utilities begin to apply this information, increased coordination between departments is becoming possible along with greater collaboration between field operations and business processes, including customer interactions. In addition, advanced distribution systems allow greater degrees of automation, including both centralized and distributed control schemes.

Emerging technologies, such as energy storage and solid-state (power electronics) devices are also being introduced to better manage power flows. These devices along with more sophisticated information management and control systems are needed to provide the flexibility and reliability required to manage distributed energy resources (with two-way flows of power) and to support resilient operations that might incorporate, for example, automated switching and microgrids.

Benefits

Distribution automation technologies can enhance reliability and resilience while improving operational efficiencies. ARRA projects that deployed automated feeder switches are reporting up to 56% shorter and 11%–49% less frequent outages, with fewer affected customers. The City
of Chattanooga was able to instantly restore power to half of the residents affected by a severe windstorm (a derecho) on July 5, 2012 (from 80,000 affected customers to less than 40,000 within 2 seconds) using automated feeder switching; beyond avoiding outage damages to residents and businesses, the utility saved $1.4 million as it was able to restore power more quickly (DOE 2013a).

Distribution automation technology can also improve energy efficiency. Many utilities are now beginning to apply smart grid technologies to dynamically optimize voltage and reactive power levels in certain distribution circuits. Where applied specifically to achieve lower voltage levels for conservation voltage reduction (CVR) purposes, smart devices are achieving on average 2.2% energy reductions and 1.8% peak load reductions per distribution circuit (DOE 2014c). Several ARRA projects are applying CVR within their distribution systems; one utility is expecting to obtain 200 MW in peak demand reduction by automating capacitor banks on their lines (DOE 2012a). Extrapolating from the results observed in CVR projects, it is estimated that significant energy efficiency gains are possible—by as much as 6,500 MW of peak demand reductions nationally (PNNL 2010). Yet many utilities still face a lack of incentives for applying CVR practices and regulatory cost recovery challenges, as application of the technology results in reduced utility revenues.

Transmission System Upgrades

Technology Adoption

Transmission system modernization includes the application of digitally based equipment to monitor and control local operations within high-voltage substations and wide-area operations across the transmission grid. Synchrophasor technology, which uses devices called phasor measurement units (PMUs) to measure the instantaneous voltage, current, and frequency at substations, is being deployed to enhance wide-area monitoring and control of the transmission system. Synchrophasor data are delivered in real time to sophisticated software applications that permit grid operators to identify growing system instabilities, detect frequency and voltage oscillations, and see when the system exceeds acceptable operating limits—allowing them to ultimately correct for disturbances before they threaten grid stability. Additionally, synchrophasor data enable improved coordination and control of generators, including renewable resources (e.g., wind power plants), as they interact with the transmission grid.

Since the 2003 Northeast blackout investigation revealed inadequate situational awareness for grid operators, utilities have increasingly deployed synchrophasors to provide real-time, wide-area grid visibility. Synchrophasors can provide time-stamped data 30 times per second or faster, which is 100 times faster than conventional supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) technology (DOE 2013c). Technology deployments includes phasor data concentrators
that combine, time-align, and verify data from multiple PMUs; communication networks that deliver synchrophasor data; and information management, visualization, and other analytical tools to process synchrophasor data and support new data applications for grid operators.

The ARRA projects include a total public-private investment of about $330 million that will increase U.S. synchrophasor coverage from 166 networked PMUs in 2009 to more than 1,000 networked PMUs deployed by the 2014-2015 time frame (DOE 2013c). Progress in synchrophasor deployment is shown in Figure 3. As PMUs are deployed, transmission owners and reliability coordinators are working to develop suitable applications, build out high-speed data networks, improve data quality, and share synchrophasor data between transmission owners and operators across large regions.

**Benefits**

Utilities are already using synchrophasor data to improve the engineering models that simulate and explain how individual power plants and large system interconnections perform. Engineers design and operate the grid using mathematical models that predict how a power plant or other transmission assets will operate under various normal and abnormal conditions, and use these models to set grid operating limits and manage real-time operations and contingencies. These models are intended to prevent the high costs of potential power plant damage or large regional blackouts. Synchrophasors can provide historical data on actual grid performance under a variety of conditions to improve models, along with real-time data on current system operating conditions to allow operators to safely operate the grid closer to operational limits.

*Figure 3. PMU Locations in 2007 and 2013*
For example, the Bonneville Power Administration will use synchrophasor data as the basis of automated controls that will increase the operational capacity of the California-Oregon Intertie (COI). The 4,800-MW COI runs between the Pacific Northwest and northern California and frequently operates below capacity due to various system constraints. The COI energy flows can be increased by 100 MW or more using synchrophasors to take real-time control actions as needed—reducing energy costs by an estimated $35 million to $75 million over 40 years without any new high-voltage capital investments (WECC 2013).

In another example, the Bonneville Power Administration used historical synchrophasor data on the actual performance of the 1,100 MW Columbia Nuclear Generating Station to validate and calibrate the plant’s dynamic model, negating the need to take the plant offline for manual tests every five years to meet reliability criteria standards requirements. Energy Northwest, the organization that owns and operates the power plant, saved up to $700,000 from not having to take the plant offline for model validation (WECC 2012). More importantly, the model for the plant’s behavior has been significantly improved, resulting in more accurate predictions of power system performance and more precise operating limits that are neither too conservative nor too optimistic.

**Cross-Cutting Technology Efforts**

**Communications Systems**

Utilities are applying various types of communications systems to meet their needs with respect to bandwidth, latency, reliability, and security.

The application of smart grid technologies—such as AMI, distribution automation, customer systems, and synchrophasors—poses increased data communication challenges for legacy utility systems. To meet these challenges, utilities are investing in a range of technologies with varying bandwidth, latency, reliability, and security characteristics. Each smart grid application has unique bandwidth and latency requirements, often requiring utilities to use a combination of different communications technologies. These technologies can be deployed over either an existing public network (e.g., cellular and radio frequency [RF] mesh), which is often economical and readily available, or a licensed private network (e.g., communication over fiber, licensed RF mesh, or microwave links). Cost, reliability, performance, and technology longevity impact a utility’s decision-making on communications technologies.

While some utilities implement private communications networks, lower costs and increased technical support are causing public networks to gain momentum for utilities. Recently, public cellular carriers have lowered the per-megabyte cost of AMI communications, making wireless broadband technology (e.g., 2G/3G and 4G LTE networks) more popular with utilities. However, certain applications, such as feeder switches and synchrophasors, require higher speeds than what cellular networks can offer. RF-based mesh networks have emerged as the leading
technology for AMI and distribution automation deployments in North America, although fiber-optic cable is also used. Many U.S. municipal utilities also use microwave or Wi-Fi wide-area communications for AMI backhaul and distribution applications. To meet the high-speed, high-security communication needs of its utilities, the Western Electricity Coordinating Council is using a secure, fiber-optic, wide-area network—built to the same standard as the nation’s air traffic control network—that sends PMU data in less than 30 milliseconds to grid control centers.

**Cybersecurity Measures**

Though cybersecurity remains a critical challenge, government and industry are actively developing the tools, guidance, and resources necessary to develop robust cybersecurity practices within utilities.

In response to Executive Order 13636, NIST released the *Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity* in February 2014 to offer a prioritized, flexible, repeatable, and cost-effective approach to manage cyber risk across sectors (NIST 2014). This effort built upon NIST’s collaborative work with industry to develop the NISTIR 7628 *Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security* (NIST 2010). In the same month, DOE released a second version (1.1) of the *Electricity Subsector Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model* (ES-C2M2), which uses a self-evaluation methodology to help grid operators assess their cybersecurity capabilities and prioritize actions and investments for improvement (DOE 2014b). The ES-C2M2 provides a complementary, scalable tool for NIST Framework implementation. To date, 104 utilities covering 69 million customers have downloaded the ES-C2M2 toolkit. Combined with the Risk Management Process that DOE released in 2012, and upcoming cybersecurity procurement language, utilities now have a holistic view of cybersecurity best practices across business processes (DOE 2012b).

In addition, DOE required each recipient of SGIG funding under ARRA to develop a Cybersecurity Plan that ensures reasonable protections against broad-based, systemic failures from cyber breaches. DOE followed up with extensive guidance on plan implementation, annual site visits to the 99 recipients, and two workshops to exchange best practices. As a result, recipient utilities are instituting organizational changes and leveraging new tools to strengthen organization-wide cybersecurity capabilities.

Advanced technologies with built-in cybersecurity functions are now being developed and deployed across the grid. For example, research funded by DOE has led to advancements in secure, interoperable network designs, which have been incorporated into several products, including a secure Ethernet data communications gateway for substations, a cybersecurity gateway (Padlock) that detects physical and cybersecurity tampering in field devices, and an information exchange protocol (SIEGate) that provides cybersecurity protections for information sent over synchrophasor networks on transmission systems. In addition, the
University of Illinois developed NetAPT, a software tool to help utilities map their control system communication paths, allowing utilities to perform vulnerability assessments and compliance audits in minutes rather than days.

**Interoperability**

Government and industry experts are actively advancing interoperability through standards development, testing, and supporting policies. Yet solutions often lag industry needs, and continued coordination for standards identification and independent testing is needed to define the rules of the road and streamline new technology integration.

Interoperability is the capability of two or more networks, systems, devices, applications, or components to connect effectively and share information securely with little or no disruption to the system or the operator. Interoperability is an essential enabler of grid modernization, allowing service providers and end users to integrate an expanding number of technology solutions and capabilities while maintaining reliable operations.

NIST formed the public-private Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP) in 2009 under a new effort to accelerate interoperability. SGIP engaged nearly 800 organizations and 1,900 individuals by 2013, when it became an independent, member-funded organization. Over this period, NIST leveraged the SGIP to develop and update the Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards, which identifies agreed-upon standards and gaps for future development. SGIP actively works to address gaps and vet new standards, and has so far accelerated standards for exchanging energy usage data with consumers (Green Button); defined energy schedules, price, and demand response signals (used in OpenADR); and was instrumental in extending the SEP2 information model (a common vocabulary for messages) to support electric vehicle charging (CSEP).

The challenge is often not a lack of standards, but rather choosing common standards among diverse stakeholders, determining which products support them, and ensuring standards are consistently interpreted across a global marketplace of energy technologies. Even with strong coordination, standards alone do not achieve interoperability. SGIP and industry consortia support independent testing and certification programs that verify the ability of products from multiple technology suppliers to connect and work. Best practices and lessons learned from integration experiences are also being collected to educate the smart grid community and identify new gaps where progress on new standards, guides, and testing can simplify integration and maintenance.
IV. Trends and Challenges Shaping Future Deployment

Smart Grid Technology Valuation is Evolving and Varies Widely across Utilities and Jurisdictions

It will take time to validate the full costs and benefits of smart grid technologies, especially as many utilities begin to leverage new data and information technology (IT) applications that will generate additional value from deployed smart grid systems. Utilities and their state and local regulators have widely varying experience with smart grid technologies and differing views on costs and benefits. As a result, investment decisions and deployment rates are determined at the local level—shaped by individual state energy goals, regulator views on allowable investments, and the level of smart grid maturity and experience at individual utilities. DOE has teamed with EPRI to develop a consistent, step-by-step framework for utilities to estimate project costs and benefits based on past demonstrations (EPRI 2012). This methodology continues to evolve as new performance data emerges and additional benefits are generated by adding enabling technologies to existing smart grid systems. Improving interoperability and systems integration will enable utilities to realize new synergies among smart grid technologies.

The IT and communications infrastructure that support smart grid devices creates capabilities, costs, and integration challenges that are largely new to utilities, and difficult to value. The effort and time needed to integrate new networks and systems is difficult to predict; the lifecycle of digital devices and systems is largely undetermined; and the full range of new functions and operational capabilities will only be realized over time. Utilities do not yet know the extent to which IT and communications infrastructure may need to be upgraded and maintained as technologies evolve. Systems integration issues have challenged many demonstration projects, though several utilities have also realized large operational savings. Those utilities and regions with higher smart grid technology and IT adoption rates are facing the next level of smart grid technical and policy challenges more quickly.

Utilities and regulators are considering new benefit streams for valuing the technology and making investment decisions. For example, some utilities are now providing estimates of avoided customer costs of outages, rather than applying the traditional reliability indices (that merely provide the duration and frequency of outages) when submitting cost/benefit analyses of smart grid technology to their regulators. These value-of-service (VOS) estimates help utilities and regulators understand the customer-related and societal benefits of applying automated feeder switching and other system upgrades for improving reliability. This valuation approach will allow utilities and regulators to understand the true costs of power interruptions and help prioritize investments that lead to improved reliability and resilience.
In addition, smart grid technologies are now providing new information that the emerging field of data analytics will tap to achieve new operations and business efficiencies (e.g., in the areas of outage management, asset management, and system planning). Industry analysts predict that the U.S. market for utility data analytics will increase by 33% per year from $215 million in 2011 to $902 million in 2016 (UAI 2012). IT infrastructure and data analysis will enable more utilities to move beyond foundational sensing and communications technology deployments and leverage the smart grid data they produce to improve operations and decision-making.

The increasing severity of weather-related events has sparked a growing interest in modernizing the electric grid to improve both reliability and resilience. With 11 weather events each exceeding $1 billion in damages—including Hurricane Sandy at $65 billion—2012 was the second costliest year (as determined since 1980) for disasters, which included storms, droughts, floods, and wildfires (NOAA 2013). Political support from New York and New Jersey governors for infrastructure hardening and upgrades following Superstorm Sandy in 2012 have since triggered regional utilities to develop billion-dollar investment plans. For example, the Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&amp;G) in New Jersey has proposed the Energy Strong program, which would invest $3.9 billion over 10 years to raise and harden vulnerable substations ($1.7 billion), add smart grid technologies that improve problem detection and response ($454 million), and strengthen or bury distribution lines ($60 million), among other upgrades (PSE&amp;G 2013).

Resilience and sustainability concerns have also increased interest in developing microgrids to provide dedicated power and islanding capabilities (i.e., rapidly connect/disconnect from the surrounding grid) during emergencies. Industry analysts predict North American microgrid capacity may reach almost 6 gigawatts (GW) by 2020, up from 992 MW in 2013 (Navigant 2013). However, optimal grid-to-microgrid interactions and microgrid functions will require more sophisticated, intelligent systems that apply advanced sensing, switching, and control technologies and effectively integrate distribution automation technologies and distributed generation. End-users such as military installations, hospitals, and university campuses with critical needs or favorable economics will likely be early adopters of microgrids.

Integration of Distributed Energy Resources is Transforming the Distribution System

Growing environmental concerns and decreasing technology prices are leading to greater adoption of distributed energy resources (DERs). These include distributed generation (e.g., rooftop solar and combined heat and power), electric vehicles, demand-response practices, and energy storage. DERs account for an extremely small percentage of U.S. generation capacity. However, installations will increase in scale and pace over the next decade (EPRI 2014),
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Resilience and sustainability concerns have also increased interest in developing microgrids to provide dedicated power and islanding capabilities (i.e., rapidly connect/disconnect from the surrounding grid) during emergencies. Industry analysts predict North American microgrid capacity may reach almost 6 gigawatts (GW) by 2020, up from 992 MW in 2013 (Navigant 2013). However, optimal grid-to-microgrid interactions and microgrid functions will require more sophisticated, intelligent systems that apply advanced sensing, switching, and control technologies and effectively integrate distribution automation technologies and distributed generation. End-users such as military installations, hospitals, and university campuses with critical needs or favorable economics will likely be early adopters of microgrids.

**Integration of Distributed Energy Resources is Transforming the Distribution System**

Growing environmental concerns and decreasing technology prices are leading to greater adoption of distributed energy resources (DERs). These include distributed generation (e.g., rooftop solar and combined heat and power), electric vehicles, demand-response practices, and energy storage. DERs account for an extremely small percentage of U.S. generation capacity. However, installations will increase in scale and pace over the next decade (EPRI 2014),
particularly in regions where policies and renewable portfolio standards are encouraging and rewarding adoption:

- 29 states, D.C., and two territories have renewable portfolio standards (RPS) that set percentage targets for renewable generation, and 17 states have mandates for solar and other DER (DSIRE 2014).
- 45 states have net metering policies, which credit the energy that consumers produce on site against the utility-provided energy they use (IREC and VSI 2014).
- 7 states, as well as utilities in other states, have established feed-in tariffs, which offer long-term contracts for energy producers with pre-established rates to encourage investment in distributed generation (EIA 2013a).

Subsidies, rebates, tax incentives, and financing incentives also promote DER adoption. Decreasing costs and local incentives for photovoltaic (PV) solar arrays spurred a 41% growth in U.S. adoption in 2013, and installations provided 12.1 GW system-wide by the end of 2013 (SEIA 2014). Non-utility (customer-based) solar arrays added 1,904 MW in 2013 (SEIA 2014) as system costs became competitive with retail power for some consumers (EPRI 2014).

DER adoption will require more fast-acting, finer control of distribution grid operations to integrate variable, intermittent generation resources while maintaining high reliability. The future grid presents a complex set of relationships among new market entrants and third-party power producers with highly distributed energy resources that will need to be optimally managed in real time.

**DER technologies are being adopted at different rates across regions. High-adoption states like California, Arizona, New Jersey, and Hawaii (EPRI 2014) are on the frontline to address new challenges from effectively integrating intermittent, variable resources.** In Arizona, for example, net metering laws spurred rooftop solar development by providing needed support for solar owners, but resulted in lost revenues for its utilities. As the number of rooftop solar customers increased, the Arizona Public Service Company (a distribution utility) asserted that non-solar customers now had to bear a higher amount of the costs for maintaining the grid—by as much as $1,000 per installed solar system—because such costs are built into the kilowatt-hour (kWh) rate. To ease this cross-subsidization issue, the Arizona Corporation Commission ruled in November 2013 to institute a fixed charge of $0.70 per kW per month (solar systems are rated in kW or MW) for new customers that sign a contract with a solar installer, in addition to their usage rate (ACC Docket 2013).

Also, growing adoption of renewable resources that provide variable power into the grid, like rooftop solar, may require energy storage systems to effectively balance quickly changing patterns of generation and demand. For example, in October 2013 the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) established an energy storage target of 1,325 MW for three investor-
owned utilities with installations required no later than 2014. The purpose of the CPUC mandate is to optimize the grid (including peak reduction and deferment of upgrades), integrate renewable energy, and reduce greenhouse gases to meet California’s goals (CPUC 2013).

The integration of DERs is expected to transform operations at the distribution-system level as customers and new third-party providers become involved in the production and management of electricity. As electricity customers and third-party businesses become more involved in the generation and the intelligent management of electricity, evolution of the grid technology, business models, and regulations will need to occur in a coordinated way (GTM Research 2013). Along with enabling policies, regulations, and interconnection rules, effectively integrating DERs and achieving the full value of a smart grid will require:

- New wholesale and retail business models that consider changing utility/consumer roles and properly value new sources and capacity.
- A more sophisticated grid that deploys advanced communication, control, and automation technologies to enable seamless and reliable integration of variable and distributed resources.
- Long-term system planning to determine technology investments that optimize DER and microgrid deployment with grid configurations.

Disruptive Changes Will Require New Business Models, Advanced System Designs, and Long-Term Planning

Going forward, business models must consider new market entrants from consumers-as-producers and the evolving role of the distribution utility from supplier to coordinator of highly distributed generation and energy resources. With greater levels of customer generation and energy efficiency, the traditional utility business model may be threatened by reduced revenues, increased costs, and lower profitability potential for utilities (EEI 2013). Regulators may need to consider new rate structures (e.g., applying a combination of fixed rates for all customers and traditional volumetric rates based on energy use) that determine how to best recover the costs of smart grid implementation and fairly allocate costs for grid management and maintenance among customers and third-party businesses.

To effectively integrate thousands of new devices and market participants, utilities across the grid will need advanced controls combined with sophisticated communications and IT to enable stable, reliable, and optimal balance of supply and demand. Effectively integrating these resources requires a more sophisticated, intelligent grid that can dynamically manage power flows between highly distributed energy sources and loads—while maintaining a high standard of reliability and resilience. A transactive energy framework may be needed—one in which utilities, consumers, and other market participants can identify the best technologies,
configurations, and system designs that will optimize power flow and financial transactions within regional markets while maintaining wider system stability and efficiency (GWAC 2013).

**Long-term investment strategies could be considered to optimize technology and asset deployment while coordinating the competing interests of reliability, efficiency, affordability, and environmental targets.** Long-term investment strategies may better align the expectations of utilities, regulators, consumers, suppliers, and state/local governments to reduce uncertainty. New state-mandated strategies may emerge for long-range planning that considers performance-based expectations for integrated smart grid deployments and grid modernization. For example, the Department of Public Utilities (DPU) in Massachusetts has proposed that each electric distribution company develop and submit to the DPU a 10-year strategic grid modernization plan that will: (1) reduce the effects of outages; (2) optimize demand; (3) integrate distributed resources; and (4) improve workforce and asset management (Massachusetts, 2013). Reaching these goals simultaneously requires a coordinated strategy that balances competing demands for an optimal grid design. Plans would include pre-authorization for investments that consider timely cost-recovery based on new measures of expected smart grid benefits.

**V. Conclusion**

This report was designed to characterize the electricity system as it enters a period of potentially transformative change. Smart grid technologies are being deployed across the nation at varying rates depending largely on decision-making at utility, state, and local levels. The ARRA funding provided a strong incentive for deployment, and noticeable impacts are now being observed with respect to gains in reliability, efficiency, and consumer involvement. Industry has worked with researchers and standards organizations to advance cybersecurity practices and address interoperability challenges. Newly deployed smart grid technologies are now providing information streams that are beginning to advance utility operations and business processes, while engaging residential, commercial, and industrial consumers in electricity management and even production.

Disruptive challenges are on the horizon as the amount of grid-connected renewable and distributed energy increases, requiring an increasingly intelligent, sophisticated grid. However, interoperability and system integration challenges will persist as utilities regularly deploy new information management and control systems. Technology costs and benefits are still being determined and will continue to constrain decisions for deployment. By outlining these challenges, this report may help inform stakeholder decision-making. Many of these are ongoing challenges that we will address again in the next Smart Grid System Report, which will be submitted in 2016. In the near term, accelerating future grid modernization will require policymakers to consider technological options, cost recovery mechanisms, and investment
planning horizons to ensure utilities meet goals for clean, affordable, reliable, and secure electricity delivery.
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